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Humans  are  the  cause  for  many  problems  on  theenvironment,  right?

Actually,  humans cause many positive effects in nature.  The human race

may have had many negative impacts on the environment, however we have

also made an equal number of positive impacts. We have not yet made our

environment the best it can be, but we are working hard to fix the problems.

There is much more that can be done. The human race can be blamed for

destroying our environment by doing things such as leaving trash on the

beaches and polluting the air with car exhaust. 

By building on and near beaches, humans are destroying the nesting 

grounds for sea turtles, birds, and other beach plants. We also tend to fish 

too much. While fishing, some people become very careless and sometimes 

destroy coral reefs that grow on the ocean floor. Humans will do anything to 

protectthe beach, such as, building concrete barriers to prevent erosion. All 

these impacts we make on our environment are slowly turning into positive 

ones, because of the steps we have begun to take to fix them. 

If we are trying to fix them our children will  see the great effects we are

making on the environment and want to follow our example. Humans have

learned to increase the amount of crop yields to feed the hungry. In doing

this we can have healthier humans that want to help get the environment

back  on  track.  Along  with  this  idea  we  are  also  trying  to  use  natural

resources instead of  harsh chemicals,  which in turn will  create a positive

impact  on  the  environment.  The  fewer  chemicals  we  put  into  the

environment the less chance we have of destroying our ozone layer. 
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Also there will be less of a chance of contaminating our water, as well. Could

having more crop fields be a positive effect on the environment? In many

ways it can have a positive effect on the environment, but in some other

ways it can also harm it. It can help the environment by giving the insects

and animals morefoodto survive. The more animals that survive the better

the environment will be. Without the existence of animals there would be no

environment for humans. 

In many ways this can’t help the environment, one of these ways is because

we humans want to try to keep the animals away from the crops. Why? They

want more food. To do this we will have to use more chemicals. The more

chemicals we use, the more negative impacts we put on the environment,

rather than positive effects.  In  almost all  situations,  all  we have to do is

choose whether or not we want to make a positive impact or negative impact

on the environment. Just remember when you make positive choices you will

always get positive results back. 
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